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About This Game

"To find yourself in a new, unknown world - it's like standing face-to-face with a monster. And so many forget: to that world, they
are just as much of a monster." - the Curator.

During the New Year's Eve, the curator of a mansion built on the outskirts of a town invites his protege and her friends to
celebrate the New Year together. He gives her an unusual gift. The gift that is never meant to be opened. And only a powerful

mage such as her can keep it shut. It and what it holds within. At least, that's what the Curator thought...

D'LIRIUM is an experimental 2D-shooter with the elements of a horror game. The game brings together some mechanics back
from 90s classics, such as a search for the keys, non-linear levels and a lot of other things. Moreover, the game contains a lot of

experimental tricks, such as random events, non-traditional controls for a shooter game, etc.
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Title: D'LIRIUM
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
B52 Development Team
Publisher:
B52 Development Team
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel® Core™2 Duo E8400

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: Realtek High Definition Audio

Additional Notes: Required K-Lite Codec Pack

English,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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I have never played anything quite like Star-Twine. This is one of the most unique and interesting games I have ever played.
Lots of replay value if you just like skirmishing, as there are literally an (almost) infinite number of stages to choose from

This game is gorgeous. Each of the stages are a wonderfully random (and quite enormous) mass of 'threads' floating in the
middle of space, which you are free to explore. It's a strangely beautiful and otherworldly experience. The game also features a
really nice ambient electronic soundtrack from the developer himself. Check it out: 
https:\/\/ericbillingsley.bandcamp.com\/album\/star-twine-soundtrack

And once you get the hang of the mechanics, it's a lot of fun too. I can't give this any less than a glowing review because of the
slack-jawed delight I experienced the first few times I played it.

That said, don't expect to see a lot of multiplayer action. The mode is fun though, if you can rustle up a friend to play with.. This
game brings memories of Raptor: Call of the Shadows...Heh. Blink Rogues it's nice and it has super engaging battles however
some parts of the game can be improved upon release.

Disclaimer: I only played single player and here are some things that I think they need some improvments
1) Art
The backgrounds(lands) are way too realistic in compare with the ships and the enemies. In my opinion they are from a
different movie.

2) Mechanics and Gameplay

I like the split screen thing and the fact that you can telport to the other player screen. But I think the main mechanic is
underused. I didn't had many moments throughout the game where I need to use it as my screen was pack with enemies and you
don't have time to teleport to the other screen as you are too focus on your part. Think on more ways how to use this mechanic
in the game
(eg. Go and fight more bosses where you need teleport\/ some enemies that are harder to kill can also teleport\/ more respiro
moments on your side)

Visually differentiate more the bullets which gives you much more damage. If for example you are stuck between two bullets
you cannot take a decision from which bullet you want to take a hit in order to take less damage.

The same enemy changes it's movement behaviour too soon in the game. And the problem is that you cannot indentify a pattern
for it. Since it's a fast paced game the human brain it's able to quickly take some decision and plan the next moves based on
some patterns. The problem is that the game becomse too chaotic so you need to find a right balance between chaotic and
becoming too boring.
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In single player mode I don't feel a sense of progress at all. I should be rewarded somehow when I start the next mission . Eg
better ship \/ better weapons etc.

That powerup (double damage) it's a bit confusing how it's currently design. You don't understand very well when it's no longer
on or off. Maybe emphasis it more with visual effects.

PS: I would like to play this with a mouse :). I wish to start this off by saying that I love the Dreadnought mode and that in its
heyday I played it constantly.

The key words here are 'in its heyday'.

Space Marine doesn't have dedicated servers, it has matchmaking. And while I would love to play Dreadnought, it's pretty much
impossible, simply because either the matchmaking itself for Dreadnought is broken or simply because not enough people are
around to play it. So the current experience of playing the Dreadnought DLC is sitting in a matchmaking lobby and waiting
literally forever for a match to materialize.

Buy only if you have an entire gaming clan willing to also buy it and also risk the matchmaking possibly being entirely,
permanently borked with no dev support.. Picked this up earlier while at my dads. I enjoyed it, and so did he. We got around an
hours worth for \u20ac2 so I cant complain. Eerie atmosphere and some parts that were genuinely creepy.. Fast, challenging,
weird and very cool. The soundtracks are so amazing they make me stop in a room when i know they will switch in the next.
Great game!. Good thing it was dirt cheap, because the game is abandonware. Neat idea and fun gameplay, but there was no
updates in almost a year. All there is is a messy demo and a bunch of empty promises.

Steer clear.. If any one can help me on how to create a multiplayer game that my friend can join that would be great,
-NOT LAN
-Internet
-even if i can use hamachi it would be fine
-please help. Loads of fun with four players all screaming about being chased, shot at, blocked, or other forms of arm-waving-
freakoutery.. About what you'd expect from a puzzle game. The soundtrack was semi-decent.
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Tabletop Gods is a fun game. I use to play a tabletop minature war game years ago and this game brought me back to that
mindset. I highly recommend the game if you like tabletop war games or RTS games. And I think it's an extra level of fun
playing it in VR for that extra immersion!

If you'd like more of my thoughts you can see me play the game here > https://youtu.be/MEfCt_kgz04. Cute and narrative
puzzle game with platformer based features and physic interactions. Not so hard but very comfortable to complete every day
some levels. Recommended!

Pros:
- Smooth designed puzzles
- Nice visual style
- Story
- Platformer and physic interactions

Cons:
- Very low sound volume

p.s. too low price. I really liked this game. Even the start on the first screens promise a real fresh and different RPG game. Also
I loved the humour in this game and some characters were really adorable. :-)
For me the game didn't crashed once and everything went pretty smooth.
Definitely recommended when the game is on sale (otherwise the price is a bit too high). Bug in game that I have that pretty
much renders the game useless is that I cannot for the life of me get my character to stop freaking moving forward. either idk
what im doing or this game is useless.. Bought it on a discount and found it worth my money. 4 of the 6 were very interesting,
two felt like they didn't put a lot of effort into the story. One of them was very challenging.. The third part of the Alien Breed
series, starting this third part will give a big D\u00e9j\u00e0 vu of the second part. The intro and start-screen are pretty much
the same but instead of green they used a orange\/yellow theme. After a quick Google search i came to the conclusion that this
part was released a little less than two month's after part 2.

As stated before the intro and start menu look exactly the same as part 2, after starting a new single player you get to see the re-
cap of what happened. Again this looks actually like part 2, even the first minute was the same as the previous part. After the
cut-scene you get to start and it again looks actually like A.B 2, i am not stating this is a good or bad thing but since i didn't like
the previous part this just didn't work for me.

Level design is done with a great eye for details, allot of scenic sightseeing helps to enhance the orbital atmosphere. The in-
game cut-scenes are i bit short in my opinion, since they look decent and some of the character designs are to be called quite
unique i would like to see them for longer than 5 seconds... The HUD's change of colour works better since it's easy to see no
matter whats in the background. The music is still pretty good but after playing five minutes i noticed that they cut the alien
ambient sounds. Objectives in the main campaign are mainly going from A to B and activating a switch to proceed in the level
and some backtracking.

Controls are still mainly for the twin-sticks and using a keyboard\/mouse feels awkward and still has some issues with turning
around to shoot an enemy that is hitting you in the back. The multiplayer\/coop aspect and survivor-mode are still the same as
part 2, the overall gameplay is nice but not my thing. Also instead of tuning the game after A.B 2 they kept everything the same,
this could again be a good\/bad thing but they could of optimize the keyboard controls.. Awesome game but pretty dead online.

Refunded. Best game i'v ever played. 10\/10

Patch notes 1.2.08 Minor fixes:
Patch notes:

 Fixed some desync issues
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 Fixed issue where custom maps would merge together

 Fixed key binding issue

 Fixed issue where extra characters accidentally spawned on shift

 Added possibility to rebind the mouse better

Make sure to restart steam and verify the integrity of the game-files :)

Keep questions to the forums or email us at info@landfall.se.
. Update 1.2.0:
Improvements
- Button to run - player moves faster by pressing (SHIFT)
- Price of store products changed
- Store Bug Resolved
- Bug solved

Plans for the future
- support for joystick
- multiplatforms (Linux, Windows)
- Cloud Save Support
- I want to add cards

Please wait for the next update and make sure you evaluate the game positively =]. 20180724 Update:

Version: 2.1.2 -> 2.1.3. 1.0.42:
- fixed: if you fire doctore you cant rehire him if you have a full ludus 3/3 other employees

- balancing: AI should swing less often when they're low on on stamina now (they used to just swing for the cheap seats and
wouldnt do much damage)

- new: show stamina bars in HUD for all gladiators during battle.

- balancing: slightly fewer slaves as rewards

- fixed: after battle - strength training rewards do not level up the HP after 3x update

- fixed: opponent gladiators were not updated at 3x strength training (so its about to get harder again!)

. The Dope Game - The Stash Release And Small Mac Update:
Hey there! We just released The Stash DLC today! You can check it out here. It is 10% off for the first week and does require
the base game.

The Stash DLC
The Stash does not add any content to the main game and is just a bonus content pack.

The Stash, if you didn't read our previous post, contains the full soundtrack, art book, wallpapers, out-take video, thank you
note, and an old-school console version of the game. The Console Edition only works in BASH right now, so you can only play
on Linux, maybe Mac, and on Windows using either Git's BASH or BASH on Ubuntu on Windows update.
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The Stash will continue to get small updates as we update the main game and release more content. So watch out for that if you
get it.

Mac Update
We also pushed the Mac update from beta to release. If you are a Mac user the game should update for you. Let us know if you
run into any issues.. Game updated // Devblog 06/23/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

We've started our summer sale on Steam! We will be glad to see new players! And now the latest news about the development.

 1) New levels. Update to v.0.1.5:
Change log

Long Campaign
-Fixed a bug which carried the save state of the current campaign over to the new campaign

UI
-Fixed a bug which prevented users from exiting the campaign screen

Visuals
-Reduced the polygon count of character models improving performance and load times. Become the Hero of Brie!:

Welcome to the kingdom of Brie: the tiniest land in the world ruled by the mouse king Oliver!
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Hidden deep in the foliage of the forest, between the blades of grass and mushrooms, there's a place where tiny people coexist
with animals. Our little hero Max suddenly interrupts the search for his father when he is called home to help his mother save
his childhood home. His only hope is to win a prize in a tournament, but as it turns out this is just the beginning of an epic
adventure. Can he become a champion of the kingdom and discover the reason for a deadly drought that endangers everyone?
Help Max to unravel mysteries, find clues in hidden objects and defeat all puzzles that stand in his path. Follow the tiny man on
an dangerous quest to discover a well-kept secret which, if revealed, could shake the very foundation of the kingdom of Brie.
Become the hero and write your own chapter in Tiny Tales: Heart of the Forest.

Don’t forget to add the game to your steam wishlist!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/637060/Tiny_Tales_Heart_of_the_Forest/
. Build Submitted!:
Hi all,

A tentative Early Access build has been submitted to Valve for approval! Hopefully if all goes well I'll be able to release a
playable build of the game next week. Thanks for the interest so far!
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